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Lesson Plan: Portraiture (Julian Opie)
Summary:
This lesson is part of a portraiture unit for Florentine’s 5th grade art class of 24 students. Double
lesson so it’s 2:30-4pm but students usually filter in late 10-15 minutes. They’ve been exploring
portraiture for the last few weeks and have talked about identity, diversity, and how they fit into
their community. The first weeks of the unit were dedicated to facial proportions and
explorations of portraiture with mirrors and charcoal. This week they’ll be exploring how
portraiture artist Julian Opie works, what abstraction is, and creating their own self portrait in his
style. The next project they will be able to come up with their own style of abstracting portraits
and cartooning.

Learning Goals/Objectives:
Students will develop their creative confidence
Students will hone their fine motor skills, learn to work carefully
Students will examine abstraction as an art movement/concept
Students will explore anatomy and psychology of facial recognition
Students will be exposed to transferring from photo to drawing, then to painting
Students will explore how Julien Opie abstracts and produce a work exactly like him
Students will explore their own methods of abstraction

Relevance to Student/Community:
Students will explore ideas of abstraction vs detail, how the brain works with facial recognition
(how little can you see of a person in order to recognize them), and improve their creative
confidence with a simple art project that produces beautiful results. They are also exploring how
humans are all basically the same -same features- and at the same time, all unique which ties
into themes of diversity and inclusion.

Vocabulary/Key Terms:
Abstraction
Facial recognition
Julian Opie
Proportions

Questions to Spark Creativity:
What strategy does Julian Opie use to reduce the features of the face
What do you see in the Julian Opie example visual journal page? What was successful?

Artists: Julian Opie
Differentiated Instructions: Reflection and goal setting, multi-entry journal
Marazano Strategies: Reinforcing effort/providing recognition, homework/practice
Modifications: Repeat & clarify instructions
Art History: We are examining contemporary artists and abstraction as an art movement
Unit Schedule:
This is a 1 day lesson in a bigger unit of portraiture. Roughly, this is how the Unit has gone:
Project 1: Using grids and ratios to explore human facial anatomy, how we are all similar yet
completely unique.
Project 2: Using mirrors to draw their self portraits with charcoal. Charcoal enabled them to work
freely without the need to erase.
Project 3: Julian Opie
- this lesson is intro/drawing day and next lesson will be watercoloring their linework
Project 4: Deep dive into abstraction in art history. Students will create a double page of
research on the topic in their visual journals. Work in class with laptops.
Project 5: Another abstracted portrait but personalized. They get to explore how they would
choose to abstract a face and come up with their own cartooning style.

This Lesson’s Schedule:
Prepwork for setting up the classroom/materials list:
- Put up posters of Opie examples that Florentine printed out as reference
- Set up the document camera (Ladybug) and have it running
- N1.2 (the closet) the lefthand side bellybutton height paper box do not remove
from box Or Else. its a bit fragile carry it over in the box, cone thing application to
set it up
- Pull up google classroom
- Get out black marker and post-its
- Set out portrait print-outs, permanent markers, cardboard/newspaper base
- Set out the 7 print-outs of Julian Opie’s work to paste in visual journal
During the class:
- Wait for the students to come in (usually up to 10 min late) and talk about their visual
journal projects
- Start the class with a discussion of the google classroom assignment (below)
- “Tell me about the visual journal assignment” “Could someone be so brave and
show the class their visual journal with the document camera and talk about the
artist or your process”

-

Then, discuss Opie as an artist and what techniques he uses to abstract. Write down
their observations on post-it notes and paste them around the posters in the front of the
room.“What does JO do -what strategy does he use- to reduce the portrait of a person”
- What exactly?
- Iris (Perfect CIRCLE! No real circle in the
iris but draw
one anyways),
- Nostrils
- Eyebrows,
- Separation line of the lips
- Under lip chin indicator. FEEL with me,
- No shadows, no wrinkles, no eyelashes
- Hair is detailed

-

Bring up the idea of abstraction, this will be expanded upon in later classes, but an
introduction to get the wheels turning is good.

Then, talk about today’s activity and demonstrate an example
- “Today we’re drawing exactly like Julian Opie does in his early work. We will work exactly
like him with strict rules and then later we can add our own style. I’ll show you how we
work today” Transition to document camera
- Start the demonstration with my own face. Keep an eye on: circle iris, nostril taper,
eyebrow taper, ear shadows, linework being exact and slow, angle of the marker, details
in the hair, working on a piece of cardboard
- Then, discuss the good example/bad example
- Tell them they should give me the finished pieces
- Before dismissing them, talk about what they should do if they have extra time.
- “You should be working in your visual journals and adding to your pages about
Julian Opie. Write down the process you used today and anything you learned.
You can use the print out of Julian Opie to paste into your visual journal”
- “Should you be running around the room? Should you be getting up from your
table and distracting others?”
During the working time:
- Walk around the room praising work, giving suggestions, answering questions,
re-directing attention
After the lesson:
- Photocopy the drawings and print them onto nicer watercolor paper. Next class they will
watercolor their linework. Reflect with Florentine and Tiffany.

National Anchor Art Standards:
Understanding and applying media, techniques, and processes
Reflecting upon and assessing the characteristics and merits of their work and the work of
others
Making connections between visual arts and other disciplines

Ohio Arts Standards:
1PR Integrate observational and technical skills to strengthen artmaking.
4PR Select and use the elements and principles of art and design to communicate
understanding of an interdisciplinary concept.
5RE Express what was learned and the challenges that remain when assessing their artworks
6PE Select and access contemporary digital tools media arts to investigate ideas and inform
artmaking.

Anticipated Issues:
Students are frustrated because they cannot draw detailed
- I will go around to each table and guide, encourage the faster workers to slow down.
Print out extras so they can start over if needed.
Students finish their work too quickly and start distracting their friends
- Re-direct students and tell them to work in their visual journals. If they say they are done,
give them more ideas of what to include or write.

Assessment:
Students will be assessed at the end of the semester with their visual journal reflections. They
will be asked to put a copy of their final work in the visual journal.

Criteria:
1PR: Student understood Julian Opie’s style and was able to replicate it exactly (perfect circle
irises, two lines for the mouth, small nostrils, even line stroke, etc.)
4PR: Student has a double page in their visual journal examining abstraction in art history
5RE: Students display growth from their rough drafts to their final copy with thoughtful linework.
Students reflect on their challenges in their visual journals.
6PE: Students work effectively and responsibly on their abstraction research day and produce a
double page

GOALS
Increased reflection
Not to rush through the artist teaching portion
Being organized and prepping ahead of time

